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ABSTRACT
This Policy Research Brief explores the strengths of

qualitative research and the types of information it can make
available to policymakers concerned with issues affecting persons
with disabilities. The naturalistic methodology employed in
qualitative research is uescribed. Three specific studies using
qualitative methodology are excerpted and the possible applications
of these studies' findings to policymaking and planning suggested.
First, a study of family support, "All We Need Is a BreakThe Lopez
Family" (by Susan O'Connor, who spent time with the family over a
2-year period) recounts the fatiily's views of the various agencies
and workers involved with them. Policy implications include the need
to allow for greater control by families in the selection of workers.
Second, a study of supported employment, "The Social Integration of
Supported Employees" (by David Hagner) describes interactions in
seven supported employment settings between workers with disabilities
and nondisabled workers. Policy implications include diversification
of supported employment services from the job coach model. Third, a
study of social relationships of persons with disabilities,
"Affectionate Bonds" (by Zane Marie Lutfiyya) looks at the meanings
of friendships between four pairs of individuals with and without
disabilities. Policy implications include removal of barriers to
natural development of friendships. (51 references) (DB)
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Qualitative Research: Its Value and Role in Policyrnaking

Editor's note: This issue af Policy Research Brief departs
from the usual format of the puhlication - a review of the lit-
erature on a specific policy issue affecting persons with
disabilities to addre= questions about the nature of the
research being used by policymdcers aad others, in this
brief Zana Marie Lutfiyya of the Center on Human Policy
at Sracuse University, evlores the strengths of qualitative
research and the types of information it can make available
to policymakers.

Qualitative resetuch has a long history in identifying
social problems to policymakers. Often, qualitative
renmeters make available perspectives of those tradition-
ally under-represened in social poley discussions. The
results of qualitative studies are often shop contrasts to the
fonnal and accepted framewitrk from which policymakas
operate (Wiseman, 1979). Uncovering new insights about
issues may be the greatest contribution of qualitative
resemeh to the making of policy, and this reseatch method-
ology has also been used to evaluate and analyze national
and state potties as a basis Ism which to Ulf= broader
policy changes (Taylctr. Racine. & Rothenberg, 1988;
Racino, O'Connor, Shoultz, Taylor, & Walker, 1989).

Since 1%0, qualitative research methodologies have
been employed by a small but growing number of research-
ers. Roben Edgerton was the first to use qualitative
research in the field of mental retardation in his study of
stigma, The Clash of Competence. Edgenon and his
colleagues at UCLA have continted to publish qualitative
studies on the lives of people with mental retardation in the
community (Barovici, 1983: Edgerton, 1984).

This issue of Policy Research BriefInseam a descrip-
tion of qualitative research, and outlines Or, elevance of
this research methodology to planners and policymakers in
the disability feld. Also included as examples of qualitative

- research are excerpts from three studies that used qualitative
reseamh methodologies, and the possible applications of
these study's findings to policymaking teld plimning. This

3 publication concludes with a resource list of additemal
qualitative research studies in the disabilities field.
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Qualitative Research: Methodology

Two main theoretical perspectives are used to guide
research in the social scences. Privonents of the first,
positivism, seek the facts or causes of social phenomena.
Researchers wbo work within the second themetical
perspective, phenomenology, strive for an understanding of
the meaning of certain events to the people they stedy.
Taylee & Bogdan (1984) point out that "as positivists mid
phencsitruologists take on different kinds of pralems and
seek diffnem kinds of answers, their research *mends
different methockplogns." (p.4). Following a natural science
model of nsearch, the positivist employs quantitative
research approaches and looks forcauses thetrigh methods
such as surveys, checklists, and ckmographic informatim
The data is subjected to statistical amilysis. On the other
hand, the phencunewbgist uses qualitative researsh
methods and seeks understanding through naturalistic
methods which prothice descliptive data pecyle's own
written or spoken words and observable behavior.

To =duct a qualitative research study requires
imensive and longterm participation in an actual field
setting, with careful =Wing of what happens there.
Researchers write extensive field notes, take verbatim
interview notes, and collect other documentary data (e.g.,
brochures, missian statements, newspaper articks). The
researcher then conducts an analysis of the noes and docu-
ments and reports the results. These include detaik:d
descriptions, direct quotes from informants, and interpretive
commentary (Stainback & Stainback, 1988).

With qualitative methods, the researchers study an
entire setting. This means that people, their activities, and
points of view are examined together. To leant the pc:spec-
tives of others, the qualitative researchers use a naturalistic
approach. Thus, effcas are made to develop a rapport with
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the inkemant, and to minimize the effect of the researchers
upon the setting and those in it.

At the same time, researchers know that they will
somehow influence the informants and continually try to
account for this during dre collection and analysis of the data.
To do this, qualitative researchers try to suspend their own
biases and kam directly from the world view of the infor-
mants. All researchers have their own prejudices and beliefs
that they bring to their work. To balance this, qualitative
researchers try to be clear about their biases, and to distin-
guish these from the data being collected and analyzed.

Many aspects of the human condition can be studied
with qualitative methods. For the qualitative researcher, all
perspectives are valuabk, and so, all settings and individuals
wixthy of study. Qualitative studies often highlight the
points of view of individuals whom "society ignixes. the
poor and the deviant'" (Taylor & Bogdan. 1984).

Validity is emphasized in qualitative research. This
means that the researcher is able to get first hand knowledge
of aspects of social life. There is a close fit between what the
infoimants actually say and do and the data that has been
collected. Finally, qualitative methods are not standardized
to the same extent that quantitative methods are. The
researcher must determine the ongoing &sign of each study,
which is flexible and can change over time. Qualitative
researeh is a crafted enterprise rather than a predetermined
set of procedures.

The following section of this brief summarizes some of
the findings of three qualitative research studies. Demon-
strating the diverse possibilities for qualitative research, the
first study focuses on family support the second on sup-
ported employment, and the third on personal relationships
between people with and without disabilities. Each study
summary is followed by specific policy implications that
could be drawn from such a study.

Qualitative Research: Sample Studies

A Study of Family Support: "All WP Need is a
Break - The Lopez Family"

In "All We Need is a Break" Susan O'Connor (1991).
who spent tkne with the Lopez family over a two-year period.
presents the family's view of the various agencies and
workers who are involved with them.

The Lopez* family moved to central New York from
New York City two years ago. Jaime and Gloria, common-
law husband and wife, are natives of Puerto Rico, although
both have lived in the United States for about 20 years.
Jaime speaks both Spanish and English while Gloria speaks
only Spanish. 1 children, Barbara, age 9, and Miguel,
age 10, were born in New York City, and the majority of the

Lopez' extended family continue to live there. Today, the
Lopez' neighborhood is the heart of the Latino section of the
city. Consithued a predominantly lower socioeconanic
neighborhood, it is home to a number ct ethnic and racial
gays. There are often many people either on the sueet
cornets talking, on patches, or walking about The vruzes
and slums of children fill the stmts.

Gloria and one of her two children are labeled as having
mild mental retardatiai while the other child is labeled as
having moderate mental retardation. As a result all three
receive SM. Jaime. though not employed in the traditkmal
sense, looks after housing propeny owned by his neplrew.
He also sees laAcing after the needs of his family as pan of
his work. This includes meetings with the school mut the
three service agencies with whom the family is involved,
dealing with various govenunental agencies. and escorting
his family to appainonents with docaxs.

Gloria holds the traditimal and culturally valued rok of
caring kr the hmne and her family, which she manages on a
day to day basis. Though labeled as having a disability, she
plays a significant role within her family. The wodters who
come into the home express concern that Gloria does not
properly care frx her children nix teach them how to behave.
At times, it is hard fa. the Lopez family to understand what
the workers determine Gloria mut the children need based on
the mental retardation label. On one occasion, as Jaime left a
meeting, he shook his hold, saying. "What is this mild mental
retardation anyway?" To him, he and Gloria care and
provide adequately for their two children.

Since moving to central New York, a minimmn of six
workers from three different agencies have been involved
with the Lopez' at any given time. The Lopez' took pan in a

demonstration project where tiny and other families were
given money or services that would assist them to bener
support their children at home. Jaime and Gloria chose
respite services for the two children on weekends so that they
could "have a Weak sometime." But in the year and a half
do the Lopez' were involved in the project they received
respite services on only three occasions. At one point or
anottrer, all three agencies were involved in looking for
respite providers.

Although the Lopez' did not receive much respite
assistance, the involvement of the various workers increased.
As this happened, the perceived needs of the family by these
workers also increased. While Jaime continually reiterated
that what the family neerkd was "a break sometimes," the
family's needs were °chemise defmed by the workers.
Often, this was in terms of teaching the parents to take better
care of their children. Depending on Jaime and Gloria's
behavior and response to the workers, they determined when
Saline and Gloria were "good" parents or not.

The way in which the workeis saw the needs of the
family arc clearly illustrated by one worker, Maria. As she
mid of Gloria:

41 Ail names of research informants and settings used in this brief are pseudonymns.
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She needs to learn to control them (die children] to
teach them who is boss. They got thandisciidinel at
school and not at home. I think she has a lot of
problems and needs a lot of support herself.

Mother example occurred when Elena, another worker at a
meeting that included Jaime, presented her thoughts about
when she would cease working with the Lopez family. For
her, the family would have to downstate certain behav-
iors. As Elena told Jaime:

I would like to work on organizing your relationships,
between you and the kids, you and Gloria, and Gloria
and the kids. I want to see what you take on as your
responsibilities and how you pmvide for your family
and the communication with Gloria. I want to work on
and look at how you take cse of the children together.
After this I will ... maybe close your case.

The Lopez' did want soak help to care for their
children. In minimal Puerto Rkan culture this assistance
is often pfovided by extended family members. Getting
minimal services such as occasional respite, however,
meant opening their doors and their private lives to a
number of strangers. Further, the Lopez' view of what they
neeckd was challenged by the workos who were intent on
"organizing" family menthers' relationships to each other.
New weds for the entim family and individual members
were created in the name of support.

Jaime was initially labeled a "good man" who "had a
lot to put up with," while Gloria was seen as the "problem"
and needed to be worked with and taught a number of new
skills. The workers felt that having a wife with mental re-
tardmion was a diffkult job for Jaime and that he had to
take care of evetything within the family.

Over the course of seven months, however, dm
workers' perceptions of Gloria and Jaime reversed, and
Jaime was seen as the moblem. Several workers accused
Jaime of not providing enough food for his family nor
money for claims. In his eyes, he sent his children to
school clean and felt that they neeckd only a few good
clothes to wear.

Jaime staned to avoid being at home when the workers
would visit. The response of the workers was to determine
wIwther or not Gloria wanted to nuive away and take the
children with her. When asked this question, Gloria would
begin to cry and sit silently. One day after the family's
return front a visit to Pimrto Rico, Gloria moved out,
leaving Jaime with the children. Jaime said dui he no
longer wanted anything to thlt with the workers though he
did receive tenets telling him of a new worker who would
be visiting. Jaime was frustrated and repeated over and
over, "they can't take my kids away from me." He thought
that because he had withdmwn from the system, the system
would let him and his children alone. Whether this will be
the case or not is yet to be determined.
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One of the most striking isstms that surfaces in this
stmly is what "support" and "services" mean fa the differ-
ent parties involved. For the Lopez family, stqmort meant
respite. To the workers, support entailed add-ming the
family and their needs based on their values and standards.
In families with backgrounds other than the dominant white,
middle class culture, services and support can come into
conflict with their values and cultural traditions. For the
Lopez', strangers reptswed the extended family. The labels
that were given to three family members defukd the way
they were viewed by the system. The need for suppcm for
the Lopez family was met to a limited extent and at great
cost. The expense of opening up their lives made them
vulnerable and suscemible to the changes which were
imposed by outsiders in the name of help.

Eamilxhikalmsliatimitalkianalx
Families participating in family simport programs

should have the right to determine how, when, and if
workers will be involved with the family. In many handy
suppon prognuns, obtaining support services of miy kind is
contingent upon having a winker involved. The findings of
the Lopez' suidy, which mirror other qualitative studies of
indivklual families conducted by the Center cm Human
Pt'icy, suggest that even when the intern is to help or
support families, what families may get air forms of social
conned and intrusion. Thus, family support programs must
allow fa greater control by families in dm selection and
termination of wakers, the workers' roles, and the way in
which support is provided. Families should have the cption
to obtain financial tesources and services without the in-
volvement of workers, if they so choose.

Family policies should recognize the cost of asking for
formal help, particularly fa familks from diverse cultural
backgrounds, ethnicities, and social classes. Underlying
many family support programs is the concept that stakes
can help the family without an awareness of the risks m the

emecially when their customs or values my from
that of the dominant culture in the society. Family policies
must be designed to reflect in all aspects the diversity in
American society, and to create a valued vision of all
people. As initial steps, this can include effons that =W-
age broad based educational effons, such as disseminating
more stories of the diversity in family life at the local levels.

II A Study of Supported Employment: "The Social
Integratkon of Supported Employees"

In Mis mow from his study, David Hagner (1989) de-
scribes the interactions that ocrur within seven supported
employment settings between workers with disabilities and
nondisabled workers.

Through supported employment, adults with moderate
and severe disabilities have begun to achieve employment



within typical community businesses, outside of Au:lured
workshops and activity centers. One approach to supposed
employment is the "job coach model," where a job coach
accompanies the employee to his or her job, systematically
teaches the jrth to the employee, and then gradually de-
creases his or her time a the setting. (he goal of supposed
employment is the integratron of supported employees with
their nondisabled co-workers and supesvisors.

The findings of this study of the interactions, supports.
and perceptions of supposed employment swag partici-
pants can be summarized in terms of the following themes.

"Not my Real Job": Tiw Low Status Contest of
Supported Employment. Supported employees held a
variety of job positions with a variety of employers, but
all of these were entry level service jobs, and most
involved some form of cleaning wcwk. Nondisabled
employees within these settings who held similar or
related positions regarded their jobs as having low
status and low wages, and some attempted to distance
themselves from their job position with comments like
"This isn't my real kib." Employees froskinly com-
plained about their jobs, and those who enjoyed their
jobs mentioned oppownities for socializatim, low
&mends, and low commitmeat required by employers
as attractive features. Lamas and absenteeism were
common, as well as a number of unoffkial work
practices: working in pairs in order to socialize.
switching tasks with a co-worker, and working slowly.

The Atypical Design of Supported Job Positions.
With the exception for some skilled occupations.
Several nondisabled co-workers usually worked at the
same job. But supported employees usually held one-
person rib position; that is, clny were the only
employee on a duty performing that jai. In sane cases
a supported job was a special positioi developed for a
paticular employee, consisting of a fragment of a
typical position or a few loosely comected fragments.
A co-worker of a norslisabled employee usually meant
romeone who had similar responsibilities, frustnitions.
and concerns, but for supported employees a "co-
worker" sometimes meant only a person who woiced
nearby or who walked past.

Supported jobs were structured into an unvarying
sequence of tasks. Such structure was well-suited to the
behaviorally oriented raining and data collection
methods used by job coaches. It reflected a ccmcern
shared by agokies and companies that supported
employees could easily be overstimulated or confused.
Keeping interactions to a minimum with co-workers
was believed to be a pan of providing strUCUIre.
Supported employees were also hired fix different or
shorter work hours than their nondisabled co-workers.
Several of the supported employees held the only part-
time positions at their companies.
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The Importance of Social Interactions. Interactions
among woken woe a constant feature of the settings
studied. Formal inkractions were often needed in onler
to complete work tasks. Unplowed occurrences and
work problems were daily events at most of the settings
and served to prompt additional interactions. But the
employees with disabilities clearly engaged in fewer
interactions than other employees and developed fewer
and more superficial relationships.

Atypical jobs and schedules decreased omicaunities
for working Maly with a co-wodar, for formal interac-
tions to "spill over," and kw panicipation in key social
times during the wok day. Job coaching services
inhibited the development of communkation links to co-
workers, and resulted in acmisition of kismet job skills
relined to formal cusuans cw tricks of de trade.

The Hidden Messages of Job Coaches. Job coaches
woe provided to supported employees as sauces of
special assistance. Job coaches functioned as trainers,
disciplimaans, and mediators. They became middle
persons for social interactions, relaying communications
between supported employees and other employees
much as a language translator would do. Job coach
services were closely tied to formal task demands.
Summed employee behaviors not included on the task
list including informal joking and participation in
social activities were ignored or defmed as errors.

Both supervisca and co-workers assumed that job
coaches were amoral to the success of the supported
employee and that dm coaches possessed special,
somewha mysterious knowledge and skills. They
looked to the job coaches for oks about how to act and
interpret behavior. One supervisor specifically asked.
"Should I step in or back off? You just let me know."
Most often dm hidden message of job coaching was to
"back off." Supported employees consequently received
less neural support than their co-workets.

Discrepant Perceptions of Supported Employees. Job
coaches saw supported employees as possessing serious
deficierkies and incapacities, stEh as an inability to deal
with confusion or disruption. They belkved that sup-
ported employees were "high risk people" - people who
had a high likelihood of failure - and avoided commit-
ting themselves to optimistic statements about the voca-
tional futures of those whom they provided support.

Both co-workers and supervisois feh that supported
employees were productive and accepted membos of
their orpnizations. They stated that they did not view
supported employees as disabled, but as individuals who
arc "just like anybody else." Sow categorization of
supported employees as members of a special group was
evident, however, whkh neither co-workers ow supervi-
sors could explain. Some co-workers spoke about the
behavior of supported employees as if they were, at least



in same 'respect, children. But they interpreted work
proldems of supported employees as they did my other
workers; as motivational rather than as mimed to a
disability. Supervisors were more imauted in seeing
signs of improvement than in some specified level cd"
performance. Many of the supervises and co-workers
reponed that their perceptions of the supposed employ-
ees became mon positive over time.

limastEmRiazaraEgikalaugiatislimalliiladx
Local agency policiu should encourage the develop-

ment of a beoada ranp of valued jobs. That is no mason
to presume that enetloyees with severe disabilides are any
more interesmil in low status jobs than other workers.
Supported employment pm:Wows stioukl distkiguish
carefully between aury level jobs and bw status jobs.
Many high status occupations and valued work seuings have
entry level positions that could be made availabk m those
with sevete disabilities. The effort involved in expanding
beyond stereotypical job selections is Ittely to pay off in
greater job stability, satisfaction, and social integration.

Supposed employment services should be divasified
from the heavy reliance w the krb coach model. In mho-
izing die suppotted Employment progmms, Congress did not
favor or enethasize any one model 4:0 support over others,
but sought to stimulate development of a Oval* array of
support services. These were inunded to include "salary
supplements to a co-worker and other creative models"
(H.R. 99-571, p.31). A variety of approaches to support,
ckveloped on an individual basis, should be expanded.

A Study of Social Relationships of Persons with
Disabilities: "Affeetkonate Bonds"

in "Affectionate Bonds." Zana Marie Latityya (1990)
offers the meanings of the friendships between four pairs of
individuals with and without sffsabilities.

In recent years, attempts to establish regular contacts
between people with dimbilities and typical community
members have inaeased (Bridge & Hutchison, 1988;
Cannier, Gnmt, Hutchisw, Johnson, & Martin, 1986). The
goal of these interactions is to encousage close ties between
individuals with disabilities and nondisabled individuals.
and rests on the belief that such freely given relationships
will pronve a more complae assimilaikm of pixyle with
disabilities into society and extend to them the benefits of
membership (Taylor, Racino, Knoll, & Ludiyya, 1987:
O'Brien & O'Brien, 1991). Being recognized as a member
of we's community highlights the acceptance and respect
accceded that person, and reFesents the current understand-
ing of being fully integrated. A member can call upon the
community for certain benefits such as acceptance, assis-
tance. and potection. In turn, members are expected to
oiler some sot ri contribution to other members or to the
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community as a whole (Ignmieff, 1985).
These beliefs replace a divergence from the =imp-

ala that the most likely people to be friends with penile
with mental retardation are others with the same impair-
ments. Whether consciously axed or not, tinny researchers
assume this to to true and then exanine the eyes* of such
relmionships, and the factors that may infhience the devel-
opment of these relatimiships. Studies on the adjustment of
people with mental retardation in the community often focus
on these friendships to the exclusion of friendships with
noidisabled people (Halpern, Close, & Nelson, 1986;
Landeonan-Dwyer, 1981: Landeonan-Dwyer. Seakeu, &
Kleinman, 1980).

Genuine friendships between pan* with and without
disabilities do exist. While each friendship is wique, that
are sow shared ideas and expectations about what the
friendship means. According to a recent study of pairs of
friends in which one person in each pair was labeled as
mentally retarded, these meaninp

Mutuality. The individuals defined their relationship as
a Menai* and saw themselves as friends. Althowit
they acknowledge differences between themselves, they
clearly found a sense of mutuality in the friendship.
Mutuality was expressed in the giving and receiving of
emotional support, awl enjoyment of each other's
company.

Rights, Responsibilhies, and Obligations. Once a
friendship is established, it is assumed that friends can
midie certain demands of each other imd be assured a
response. Nondisabled friends talked about the obliga-
ti:ins that they had assunwri for their friend with a
disability, such as teacher, mentor, caretaker, or
protector. The friends with disalifides assumed cestain
ratponsibilkies in maimaining their relationship such so
keeping in touch or suggesting possible activities.

Fee*** From Companionship to Intimacy. All id
the friends held %clings of affectkm that were ex-
pressed thus* their inuiractions with each other.
These feelings west expressed in different ways, for
example, "We're Ince sisters," "She's the daughter I
never had,' and "We're pals."

Freely Chosen and Given. Friends choose each other.
It is this voluntary aspect of ftioxisltip that is mauled
as the "amazing and womierful" pan of the relationship.
The friends spoke about being invited by each other.
As one nondisabled woman said, "She invited me out
for lunch, sad soon I asked her aut. And then, we just
became friends."

Private and Exclusive Nature. The informants view
these relationship as friendships dm were comparable
to their other friendships. Bm within the boundarks of
each friendship is a Fives: relationship that is
inaccessible to others. 'The friends have a history and



an understanding of their connectice to each other that
separates this from all of their other relationships.
Private scrim and jokes based on their experiences ivere
one way that the peeple created this exclusivity in their
frienchhip.

51118WICERI122.PakalIBBIlgallniglilliAllabt

State and local policies should be examinwl to remove
barriers that mist to the devekipmem of friendships. Despite
growing inters= in the friendships of people with disabilities.
many barriers still mai) in both practice and policy. Fa
example, the concept of professional distance between people
with disabilities and workers continues to serve as guiting
framework in many prciessional training moats and
agenda. Other agency policies, such as those applying to
overnight and/or dinner guests. am also discomage die
spontaneity and joy of relationships. Policies should be
reviewed and assemed in light of their potemial to Iiink and
encamp friendships.

Relationships cannot be mandated; oppottunities for
relationships can be recognized mid mated. In the United
States, organizations such as the Developmemal Disability
Planning Councils have played a role in supporting grass-
mots efforis to pitivide opportunitits for people with disabili-
ties to panicipate in community life, to meet others with
similar interests, and to develop relationships which may
have been severed through institutionalization. Each
orgimization md individual has informal and formal opportu-
nities everyday to include people with disabilities and offer
occasions of meeting and coming together.

Qualitative Research: Conclusions

Stainback and Stainback (1988) noted that the use of
qualitative research methods had gained a small lxit growing
number of pmponents within the disalility field. More
qualitative studies ate being done, and the mutts used as the
basis for developments in practice, policymaking, and
additional research. Qualitative research methods can be
used in a variety el ways. They yield detailed descriptim of
settings, activities, and imemations that provides one way of
learning what is actually taking place. They can also be used
to evaluate the efforts of an agency or a progiam.

Perhaps the greatest relevance of qualitative research for
planners and policymakers is found hi what has been tamed
its "grminded nature" (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Qualitative
data aml analyses "bring m life" the experiences of peopk;
they closely mflect the perspectivm of the pewle in a given
situation and what a particular experience means to them.

Qualitative research often involves individuals who
would not typically be thought of as promising reseatch
informants. Those who are unable to answer questkinnaires
or perform certain tasks can still shay their thoughts in other
ways. B&Ien and Moseky (1988) describe interview
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maturds which enable a researcher to elicit information
from individuals previously thoight too disabled to
interview. This development continues the tradition among
qualitative ratan:hers of having the voices of the oppressed
and disenfranchised head. Planners am dna provided with
the experiences md thoughts of those most deeply affected
by social policy, but the least often heard: individuals with
disabilities, their family members, mid primary casegivers.
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